FOOD & BEVERAGE LABELS

LABELS AND PACKAGING ARE THE MOST INFLUENTIAL FACTORS WHEN IT COMES TO
CONSUMERS PICKING A PRODUCT OFF THE SHELF. WHAT MESSAGE IS YOUR LABEL SENDING?
Types of Labels:
• Pr
Product & Package Labels
• Nu
Nutrition Labels
• Bottleneck
Bo
Labels

• Pricing/SKU Labels
• Coupon Labels
• Water Bottle Label

Great For:
• Prototyping
Pr
Labeling
• Private
Pr
Shelving & Point of Purchase Labels
• Sh
Door & Cooler Signage: Double Sided Printing
• Window,
W
Enhanced Product Packaging
• En
Seasonal Promotions
• Se
Product Call Outs: Gluten Free/100% Organic/etc.
• Pr

Available Options:
Availa
• Barcodes
Ba
• Va
Variable Content: Batch Multiple Versions
• Clear
Cl Film for a ‘no label’ look
• Foil
Fo and embossing to create elegance
Stocks for refrigerated, frozen or submersible items
• St
• Custom
shapes unique to your brand
Cu
• Can be machine applied

SUCCESS STORY
CHALLENGE
After the passing of a beloved family member, a family decided that his special barbecue sauce recipe should be available to the
public. They wanted to create a label with shelf appeal that would get this new variety of barbecue sauce noticed in the local market.

SOLUTION
The initial solution for this challenge was to create short runs of labels to test how the local market responded to different versions
of the label. Using digital printing to create small batches of simple, rectangular labels, one version of the label was created with the
complete story of the barbecue sauce alongside a photograph from the family, while another was created with only that photograph.
After that market testing, the label design with the complete story was shown to be much more effective. With the ﬁnal label
selected, the new company was able to go to market in the local area with a label that their customers responded to. The ﬁnal label
was printed on ﬁlm stock that could be applied by machine to the jars of barbecue sauce, allowing for efﬁcient production as the
brand moved forward.
The small label batches were especially valuable for the company because their marketing and distribution efforts were focused
on the local area. With digital printing, they were able to create a label that could be produced in quantities that they needed and
with a quick turnaround that allowed them to get their product on the shelves faster.

BENEFITS
Through design and consumer testing, the new barbecue sauce was branded using a label that gave them the following beneﬁts:
• No big investments upfront to create labels

• Shelf appeal

• Film stock was able to be applied by machines

• Quick turnaround

• Full color allowed the label to tell the story
of the barbecue sauce in a compelling way

• Short run for testing

